Preliminaries.
In this paper all manifolds and maps are assumed to be C°°. f:M^>M will always be an immersion but / can be treated locally as an embedding. Thus x will often be identified with/(x) and the mention of/will be supressed. 
) V X (AY)-A(V X Y)=V Y (AX)-A(V Y X).
Throughout the paper the equation which results from taking the inner product of both sides of (1.4) with a tangent vector Z will be denoted by Symmetric Endomorphisms, If V is a vector space with a Lorentzian inner product (,) an orthonormal basis {E l9 ... 9 E n } is one satisfying (E lt E x ) = -1, (£,., Ej) = 8 tJ , (E lt Here b Q is assumed to be non-zero. In cases I and IV A is represented with respect to an orthonormal basis while in cases II and III the basis is pseudo-orthonormal. In cases I, II and III the eigenvalues are real, while a 0 ± ib 0 are eigenvalues in case IV.
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multiplicities P V ..., v then for any /, 1 < i < p 9 (2.1) Σ ^^-= o.
Proof. For an eigenvalue a of A define the focal map/ α : M -> L" +1 by so that
For anyy, 1 <j<p, denote f a by fj and T a by 7^. We see that
Ui)* = ° on Γ,, while
U=^-^U for Uin TjJΦi.
Call f t (M) = F r This is an « -*>, dimensional submanifold of L" +1 , at least in a neighborhood off(x). We can identify T^(F ) with [7; .]- Note. The multiplicity of an eigenvalue a β is the exponent of (x -α^) in the characteristic polynomial. See, for example, [7] , p. 236.
Proof. Take such a basis at a point JC 0 . Extend the basis to vector fields { X, Ϋ, Z l9 ... ,E pv } in a neighborhood of JC 0 . Consider
For a fixed j these ^ vector fields span T Jm They can be made orthonormal using the Gram-Schmidt process, yielding E ll9 ...,E pp .
Using these we can form X, Y 9 Z l9 ... 9 Therefore (/,)* is injective on [7] .] x , which can be considered the tangent space to V t =/ 7 (M). The line x(t) = x + /|(x) with ^(ί) = ξ(jc) is normal to V i at/^x). We want to calculate the shape operator of V t in this normal direction. For [/in 
These vector fields satisfy: 
This can be done by complexifying the tangent bundle. Letting f t be the focal map corresponding to a non-zero real eigenvalue we have
Thus (/,)* is injective on [T^ . It is easy to see that the shape operator of V t in the direction of £ has
As before (2.5) 
Suppose Λ X > a Q > 0. If there were another non-zero real principal curvature there would be either a negative one with smallest absolute value, a p , or all would be positive and some a q would be largest. In the first case
By considering A _ ξ this has been done. In the second case a q > a γ > a 0 > 0. Summing overy Φ 1 and then over j Φ q in (2.5) gives
which is impossible. D
Examples.
The main purpose of this paper is to describe locally the Lorentzian isoparametric hypersurfaces of h n+1 . It will turn out that no such hypersurface has complex principal curvatures so only those with one or two real principal curvatures and at most one non-zero principal curvature need be classified.
If the shape operator of M n is diagonalizable and M n is complete then M n is a Lorentzian hyperplane, sphere or one of two types of cylinders:
If the shape operator is not diagonalizable then M will be called either a generalized cylinder or a generalized umbilical hypersurface. The following examples give the necessary local models.
A null curve x{s) is a curve whose tangent vectors have length zero. A frame for a curve x{s) in L" +1 is a set of vector-valued functions
. If the basis is pseudo-orthonormal it is called a pseudo-orthonormal frame.
We assume a > 0 below. If a < 0 the examples can be easily modified by requiring that/(.s,0) = x(s). EXAMPLE 3.1. Generalized cylinder of type 1. Take a null curve x(s) in L r+P+3 with a pseudo-orthonormal frame { X(s) 9 Y(s) 9 C(s) 9 W x (s) 9 ..., W r (s) 9 Z x {s) 9 ... ,Z p (*)} such that 9 BΦO,
The parametrized hypersurface in L r+P+3 defined, in a neighborhood of the origin, by f(s 9 u 9 w l9 ... 9 w r9 z l9 ... 9 9 Wί (5),...,ϊF p (j)} such that
The parametrized hypersurface in L r+P+3 defined by
is called a generalized cylinder of type 2 if p Φ 0.
The minimal polynomial of A ξ is (x -a) 2 x if p Φ 0 and (x -α) 2 if p = 0. If p = 0 the hypersurface is called a generalized umbilical hypersurface.
If p = 0 then for each s we get a map f s (u, z l9 ...,z r ) = /(5 1 , W, Z 1? . .. ,z r ). The image of/ 5 is an r + 1 dimensional submanif old of R r+3 which is contained in the r + 2 dimensional sphere of radius 1/α centered at x{s)
consists of those r 4-1 dimensional submanifolds of the appropriate r + 2 dimensional spheres perpendicular to Y(s) moving along x(s). and a pseudo-orthonormal frame {X(s) 9 Y(s) 9 Z(s)X(s) 9 U 1 (s) 9 ... 9 U r (s) 9 V 1 (s) 9 ... 9 9 B(s)Φθ, V β (s) e spanίyίs),^),...,^)}, 1 < β < p. 
V p (s)} satisfying

C(s) = B(s)Z(s)
The parametrized hypersurface given by
s called a generalized cylinder of type 4, if p # 0. In this case the minimal polynomial of the shape operator is (x -a) 3 x. If p = 0 / is called a generalized umbilical hypersurface and the minimal polynomial is (x -a) 3 . In the appendix the existence of framed null curves with the appropriate derivatives is proved.
Hypersurfaces in L"
+1 with at most one non-zero real principal curvature. In this section isoparametric hypersurfaces of L w+1 with at most one non-zero real principal curvature are shown to be generalized cylinders or generalized umbilical hypersurfaces. A few lemmas are needed to begin. Proof. By hypothesis 7\ θ Γ 2 is integrable, so by the lemma in [5] vol. I, p. 182 there is a coordinate system (s 9 y l9 ... 9 y n _ ι ) with origin γ(0) such that s = c defines an integral manifold of T t θ T 2 while j> 7 = c j9 1 < j < n -1, defines an integral curve of X Thus the curve y(s) = (5 1 ,0,0,... ,0) is an integral curve for X. For each s let N(s) denote the integral manifold of 7\ θ T 2 passing through y(s). N(s) has two complementary integrable totally geodesic distributions 7\ and T 2 . Again by the lemma in [5] there is a coordinate system {t l9 ... 9 Proof. In a neighborhood of γ (0) Next we show that the hypotheses of (4.2) 
(J) is the leaf of T o through γ(s) and M a (s) is the leaf of T a through y(s).
Now restrict f m (X), f m (Y) 9 f+(!¥&... ,/*(Z p ) to x(j) = /(γ(j)) and denote the restrictions by X(s), Y(s) 9 W x {s\.. . 9 Z p (s). Denote ξ(x(s)) by C(s).
We (u, Wl ,.. 
'll see that fo tS (M Q (s)) maps onto an open subset of the r + 1 dimensional plane spanned by Y(s),W ι (s),...,W r (s).
For each fixed s M 0 (s) is a totally geodesic submanifold of M 9 so that each geodesic in
M 0 (s) is a geodesic in M. Furthermore f(M 0 (s)) is a
.,w r ) = x(s) + uY(s) + Σ">jWj(s). f as (M a (s)) is an open subset of the p-dimensional sphere passing through x(s) contained in the subspace perpendicular to f*(T*(s)) with center x(s) 4-(l/a)C(s) and radius I/a. By equation (4) and V T( T 0 c T o
we see that V Γ Γ* c Γ^.
If F(0) is in Γ^ίi ) and z(ί) is a curve in M β (j) passing through y(s) let F(r) be the parallel translation of V(0) along z{t).
which shows that/*(K(/)) is a constant vector in L n+1 . Now 
MARTIN A. MAGID Therefore f(z(t)) is contained in [/*(7\ |e (5))]-L . f as (M a (s)) is an umbilical immersion in this p + 1 dimensional space and so is an open subset of the sphere of radius \/a, with center x(s) + (l/a)C(s).
let x(s) be an integral curve of X and indicate X(x(s)) by X(s), etc. If C(s) = ξ(x(s)) where ξ is the unit normal then
D s C(s)= -aX(s)-B(s)Y(s).
We show that M a {s), the leaf of T a through x(s), is an n -1 dimensional submanifold of the ^-dimensional indefinite sphere centered at x(s) + (l/a)C(s) with radius I/a. Fix s and let x(s) + β(t) with β(0) = 0beacurveinM Λ (5) (2) From (2) M a (s) is contained in the appropriate sphere. T o and T a are integrable. Using In order to prove that T a is a totally geodesic foliation note that
Consider now Codazzi's equation with U in T a and X. V U {AX)-A(V U X) = V X (AU) -A(V X U) gives
B(v υ Y) = (A -a)v v X-{A -a)v x U -(UB)Y.
(v z Z y ,^) = 0 by (7) and we have Restrict the vector fields/*(X), /*(*%.. 9 
f*{W p ) to x(s) and denote the results by X(s), Y(s),..., W p (s). As before let ξ(x(s)) = C(s).
We can see that D s W β (s) e span{ 7(*)} θ Γ o using (4), (3) and (V z W β , X) = 0. As in the proof of (4.4) f OyS (M o (s) ) is an open subset of the p-dimensional plane passing through x(s) spanned by W λ (s),. .
., W p (s).
Also as in (4.4) f as (M a (s) ) is contained in the subspace of L n+1 through x(s) perpendicular to f*(T Q (s)). Following the proof of (4.5) we see that M n is a generalized cylinder of type 2. D
The following theorems involve shape operators with minimal polynomials that have x 3 or (x -α) 3 as factors. As the polynomials become more complicated so do the proofs. we see that T a is totally geodesic. In order to prove that Γ o 2 is totally geodesic the covariant derivatives of any two vector fields in Γ 0 2 must be perpendicular to Y and V β9 β = 1,2,... ,p. Some of the necessary equations come from the following instances of Codazzi's equation.
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(5) (6)
Because 7^ is a totally geodesic we must only prove From ( 
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By substituting in and cubing the matrix, which must equal zero since The integrability of Γ* follows from (9), (10) and ( 
A leaf of Γ 0 2 is an r + 2 dimensional euclidean space. These six sets of partial differential equations give an over-determined system in R r+2 . A unique solution is determined once the values of <zf 3 , bf λ are determined at one point. One possible solution is clearly a\ z = 0 = bf v From the definitions of the functions we see that their value at γ(0) is determined only bŷ -,V p (y(0) ) and not by any extensions of these vector fields. Consider then a normal coordinate system with ^(γ(0)),..., ^(7(0)) as initial conditions. For this coordinate system the Christoffel symbols are zero and so a% 3 (y(0) where C/ 1? £/ 2 are in T 2 we get V y 7 is in span Y and Γ Λ 2 is a totally geodesic distribution. We assume that Y is a geodesic vector field.
Assuming M n is embedded in L" +1 let x(s) be an integral curve of X through JC(O). For a fixed s let M a {s) be the leaf of T 2 through x(s). We will show that M β (s) is contained in the sphere of radius I/a centered at
It is possible to span Y.
Given such a Therefore, if x(s)
find such a function because
is a constant vector equal to x(s) + (l/a)C(s). This yields
As in the proof of (4.5)
and M n is a generalized umbilical hyper surf ace.
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To
We also define g(x) = (10)
For example,
Zg= -(X(s),v z Y)
Finally, set k = L/g. VγUβ is in span{ Y) Θ Γ o . T o is of course totally geodesic and so V^ Y is in T£. Therefore we can write 
, z).
Using (5) and ( 
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In order to see that Γ o 2 is totally geodesic we need several more instances of Codazzi's equation, as well as (4), (5) Using (13) we have V T T* c Γ α 2 and V T T* c Γ* because Γ o is totally geodesic.
From equations (4), (5), (13), (14), (19) and (21) we can almost conclude that V T 2T 0 c T o ; the only additional information needed is that We will show that a β and b βj are solutions to an over-determined system of partial differential equations on T o , and are identically zero as in The first would be attached to a surface in L 3 . Using the techniques of [6] it is easy to see that such a surface cannot exist.
For the remaining three cases choose an orthonormal basis {C l9 C 2 , Z l9 .. .,Z r , W v ..., W p ), where p or r may be zero, satisfying AC λ = aC x -bC 2 First assume that r = 0. We then have 0 = (R(C V W β )C x -R(C 2 , W β )C 2 , W β ) = -2αJ -26|, so that α^ = 0 = b β . In this case the immersion would split into f x X/ 2 = M 2 X R n~2 -> L 3 X R n " 2 and the principal curvatures of/ x would be complex, a contradiction.
Next let p = 0. Expanding
